Business Solutions

LinGo
These days, we work anywhere and everywhere we can. People are constantly on the move while doing their
jobs, but we think being out and about shouldn’t limit anyone’s communicating to the best of their ability.
That’s why we created One LinGo—our mobile and browser-based app for providing on-the-go support,
helping people with their business communication wherever they are.

What is One LinGo?
–– A mobile and browser-based platform for relevant business
communication support
–– An instant translation tool
–– An exhaustive vocabulary resource
–– A comprehensive collection of business email templates
–– A guidance tool for better pronunciation of key business terms
and relevant words

The benefits
Mobility: Users can now get business communication
support wherever they are: at home, at work or
on the move

Personalization: Users can compile lists of new words
from anywhere on the Web for future reference and
pronunciation practice

Immediacy: Presents solutions instantly, helping
learners to work faster and be more productive

Relevance: One LinGo has the ability to share the
culturally relevant words, phrases and terminology of a
specific company, ensuring greater fluency of staff

How it works

Tools for increasing fluency
One LinGo provides learners with easy access to the definitions, pronunciations and usages for both
industry-specific and company-specific words. Going even further, learners can select words and
phrases from the Web to be defined and stored for everyday use on the job. When brought together,
these points of reference help learners to communicate more effectively with each other and the rest of
their industry.

Always connected
Having a mobile-enabled platform means learners can get the communication support they need
wherever they are and whenever they want it. Online or offline, One LinGo provides access to
best-in-class reference tools, translation services and templates, increasing productivity no matter
where an individual may be.

Practice makes perfect
Pronunciation no longer needs to be a problem. With the ‘hear it, speak it’ feature, One LinGo allows
learners to hear specific words and phrases spoken in a
variety of accents and speeds, creating greater understanding for both speaker and listener.

World-class content that’s just one click away
When using One LinGo within a browser, learners are always only one click away from the awardwinning business content available on the ‘One’ platform.
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